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About This Game

Runes is a unique puzzle game where you need to arrange the marbles in each and every level to match the picture in the upper-
right corner. The less moves you use to do that, the more stars you'll earn. Each of the pieces can only move in the direction of

their arrows, so your moves must be thought out and planned in order for the orbs to arrive at their designated places.

 Complete 120 hand-crafted puzzles

 6 color and music themes

 Enjoy more than 15 hours of gameplay
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For more puzzle game reviews, news and everything puzzle-related, follow Puzzle Lovers and check out our Steam
group.
slide colored balls in the directions they can go to replicate the layout in the corner. 120 levels, 3-star rating system based
on the number of moves, bronze and unlocking the next level guaranteed if you solve a level in however many moves.

I only played the first half because it was already repetitive and boring after about 20 levels, and believe me, I love my
sliding games. I looked at a few levels from the second half, but found no new mechanics, so decided to stop wasting my
time, and the lack of very basic functionality certainly didn't help. there are much better sliding games out there with a
user-friendly wrapper around more varied and fun gameplay, take a look at our list on the curator page.

pros:
- cheap
- nice music
- no timer
- unlimited undo
- exit button (shouldn't even be mentioned but see below)

cons:
- repetitive, uninspired, a lot of symmetrical levels
- no mechanics besides the various directions
- alt-tab only creates a window that can't be resized
- have to edit the registry to change resolution and create proper windowed mode
- no audio settings, volume sliders, not even an on\/off button
- in fact, no settings at all (hence my surprise that there's an actual exit button at least)
- achievements say 'solve x puzzles', yet some pop when you start said level, not finish it
- the achievement for first 60 puzzles on silver didn't unlock for me
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